
Teen
Enjoy these newly released, popular titles

Concrete Rose
by Angie Thomas
Fiction. Set 17 years before The Hate You Give, a
gang leader’s son finds his effort to go straight
for his child challenged by a loved one’s brutal
murder.

Disability Visibility: 17 First-Person
Stories for Today
by Alice Wong
Adult Nonfiction. Thought-provoking essays
written by disabled people that offer
insight into the complex and rich disability
experience.

The Girl from the Sea
by Molly Ostertag
Graphic Novel. Morgan has a lot of secrets,
including wanting to kiss a girl. One night she is
saved from drowning by a mysterious girl named
Keltie. The two become friends and suddenly life
doesn't seem so stifling.

Hold Back the Tide
by Melinda Salisbury
Fiction. Everyone knows that Alva's father killed
her mother. There just wasn't enough proof to
arrest him. Alva's been forced to live with him,
doing her best to survive.

Phantom Heart
by Kelly Creagh
Fiction. With strange occurrences happening in
her crumbling Victorian home, Stephanie is torn
between the paranormal-obsessed Lucas and the
dashing boy from her dreams.
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8030 S 1825 W
West Jordan, Utah 84088
801.943.4636
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Take Me With You When You Go
by David Levithan
Fiction. Ezra's older sister Bea is gone. No note,
no sign, nothing but an email address. Bea knew
she needed to get as far away from home as
possible. Will these two siblings find a way back
to each other?

The Taking of Jake Livingston
by Ryan Douglass
Fiction. Jake can see ghosts, something that
hasn't bothered him at all now. When the ghost of
school shooter Sawyer begins to haunt him,
flouting the rules of death, Jake has no idea how
to proceed.

Teen Titans: Beast Boy Loves Raven
by Kami Garcia
Graphic Novel. While Raven Roth is finding a way
to get rid of her demon father Trigon, Garfield
Logan is figuring out his newly discovered shape
shifting ability. When their paths cross in
Nashville, they feel a strong connection to each
other.

A Time of Fear
by Albert Marrin
Nonfiction. A timely examination of the Cold War
and the relevance of Communism in today’s world
includes coverage of the McCarthy hearings, the
Hollywood Ten, and the cases of the Rosenbergs
and the Scottsboro Boys.

Violet and Daisy: The Story of
Vaudeville's Famous Conjoined Twins
by Sarah Miller
Adult Biography. Violet and Daisy were as alike as
two flower buds on a single stem. Joined back-to-
back at the base of their spine and blantantly
exploited, they became the most phenomenal
success in vaudeville during the 1920-30s.

We Light Up the Sky
by Lilliam Rivera
Fiction. Three Latinx teens try to warn the world
of the possibility of an alien invasion.
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